INTRODUCTION

2
The mucociliary blanket in the nasal cavity provides the human airways with the first line of The interior nasal mucosa also provides heat and moisture to condition inhaled air and to 18 Modern imaging techniques, such as computed axial tomography (CT) and magnetic 19 resonance imaging (MRI), have enabled the capture of accurate in-vivo nasal geometric 20 information, which goes beyond that previously obtained by acoustic rhinometry (AR).
Nasal morphology
21
Earlier investigations comparing CT and AR cross-sectional data has a good correlation 1989). However, AR tends to underestimate cross-sectional area (CSA) beyond the complex 24 and sometimes obstructed turbinate region (Cakmak et al., 2005) . Post-processing of CT data also provides additional morphological information unavailable through AR techniques, such 1 as airway perimeter and total airway volume. as a curved nozzle-diffuser that stabilizes and redirects airflow across the turbinates. 3. The posterior tract, consisting of the posterior cavum, choanae and epipharynx, which 10 act as a curved nozzle to stabilize and redirect airflow to the lower airways.
12
Many morphological studies have been undertaken to improve the functional understanding 13 of geometry as well as the complex dynamic behaviour within this part of the human airway.
14
These studies have resulted in many numerical models of heat and water mass transfer.
15
Analysis techniques vary, but can involve direct importation of CT morphology data into 1998; Tawhai, 2003; Tsu et al., 1988) . In this case, the internal forced-convection 22 coefficients for heat and water mass transfer are predicted by the non-dimensional Nusselt
23
(N u ) and Sherwood (S h ) numbers, determined from two components:
1. Momentum to thermal diffusivity ratio to yield a Prandtl number (P r ) for heat transfer 1 or momentum to mass diffusivity to yield a Schmidt number (S c ) for mass transfer. Through use of the continuity equation, air volume flow rate (Q) can be written as:
In reality, the inhaled air physical properties do not significantly change during passage 20 through the nose. Given this, variation in CSA and D h correspond to geometrical changes,
21
which directly influence the magnitude of R e and hence the heat and water mass transport. In this study, the nasal morphology of eight individuals was investigated using MRI Post processing of acquired DICOM format MRI images was undertaken using 3 D-Doctor were compiled and plotted using MatLab ™ (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
17
RESULTS
18
Geometry comparisons
19 Figure 1 shows the distribution of morphological CSA and perimeter data along the nasal The data in Figure 1 assumes uncorrelated residuals. While this is a questionable assumption, 3 and indeed a lag plot shows appreciable correlation between consecutive residuals, a formal 4 analysis using a Gaussian process (Hankin, 2005) shows that the effect of assuming 5 uncorrelated residuals is likely to be negligible. There is no information to support gender as 6 being a significant factor in the distribution of this data. These close results may be attributed to both human and canine airways having similar 7 heating and humidifying functional requirements using similar tidal volumes. 
Heat and water flux 20
Assuming constant air physical properties identifies R e as playing a major role in regulating 21 the heat and mass transfer processes within the nose. Figure 3A shows the distribution of R e
22
vs. X/L. There is a significant reduction in R e magnitude within the mid functional region of water need to be distributed evenly along the mucosal surface to balance out tissue loadings. functional portion of the congested airway (Fig 3B) . Although the purpose of the nasal cycle 
CONCLUSIONS
13
This investigation has identified three functional regions occurring within the nasal airways. 
